










Attachment 3
Sources & Uses of ADF - Base Case 1

General Mitchell International Airport
For Calendar Years 2017-2044

($ 000'S)

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040 2041 2042 2043 2044

ADF Beginning Balance 2 $12,848 $10,232 $13,041 $10,763 $7,150 $1,821 $2,608 $1,892 $7,054 $12,496 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000

ADF Sources:
 ADF deposits 3 $4,745 $4,704 $4,971 $5,138 $5,366 $5,615 $5,886 $6,118 $6,344 $6,585 $6,834 $7,115 $7,398 $7,682 $7,979 $8,289 $8,607 $8,940 $9,284 $9,633 $10,002 $10,388 $10,789 $11,209 $11,644 $12,096 $12,566 $13,050
 Future PFC Reimbursements 4 $0 $1,778 $6,622 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
 Interest Income $115 $116 $119 $90 $45 $22 $22 $45 $98 $137 $150 $150 $150 $150 $150 $150 $150 $150 $150 $150 $150 $150 $150 $150 $150 $150 $150 $150
Total ADF Sources $4,861 $6,598 $11,712 $5,228 $5,411 $5,637 $5,908 $6,163 $6,442 $6,722 $6,984 $7,265 $7,548 $7,832 $8,129 $8,439 $8,757 $9,090 $9,434 $9,783 $10,152 $10,538 $10,939 $11,359 $11,794 $12,246 $12,716 $13,200

ADF Uses:
Transfer to ADF-Depreciation Account  5 ($1,000) $0 ($1,000) ($1,000) $0 ($1,000) ($1,000) ($1,000) ($1,000) $0 ($1,000) ($1,000) ($1,000) ($1,000) $0 ($1,000) ($1,000) ($1,000) ($1,000) $0 ($1,000) ($1,000) ($1,000) ($1,000) $0 ($1,000) ($1,000) ($1,000)
 Five Year CIP Funded by ADF 6 ($5,564) ($1,938) ($6,870) ($2,142) ($6,628) ($3,850) ($5,625)
 Conc. C, Conc. D, and Escalator replacement projects $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 ($5,000) ($5,000) ($4,000) ($5,000) ($5,000) ($5,000) ($1,000) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
 Available ADF for Other projects 3 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 ($4,218) ($5,984) ($6,265) ($6,548) ($1,181) ($3,129) ($3,439) ($2,106) ($3,090) ($3,434) ($8,783) ($9,152) ($9,538) ($9,939) ($10,359) ($11,794) ($11,246) ($11,716) ($12,200)
 International Terminal project ($1,000) ($5,089) ($5,698) ($4,113) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
 Transfer to PFC Bond Debt Service Coverage Fund ($651) ($651) ($651)
 MKE Incentives and Other 7 ($913) ($850) ($380) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Total ADF Uses  ($7,477) ($3,788) ($13,990) ($8,840) ($10,740) ($4,850) ($6,625) ($1,000) ($1,000) ($4,218) ($6,984) ($7,265) ($7,548) ($7,832) ($8,129) ($8,439) ($8,757) ($9,090) ($9,434) ($9,783) ($10,152) ($10,538) ($10,939) ($11,359) ($11,794) ($12,246) ($12,716) ($13,200)
ADF Ending Balance $10,232 $13,041 $10,763 $7,150 $1,821 $2,608 $1,892 $7,054 $12,496 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000

15 percent of previous year’s balance for the ADF account 2,937.46$       1,534.73$       1,956.16$       1,614.45$       1,072.57$       273.15$          391.23$        283.74$        1,058.14$     1,874.37$     2,250.00$     2,250.00$     2,250.00$     2,250.00$     2,250.00$     2,250.00$     2,250.00$     2,250.00$     2,250.00$     2,250.00$     2,250.00$     2,250.00$     2,250.00$     2,250.00$     2,250.00$     2,250.00$     2,250.00$     2,250.00$     
Room Under PFC Baseline $7,294 $11,506 $8,807 $5,536 $748 $2,335 $1,500 $6,771 $11,438 $13,126 $12,750 $12,750 $12,750 $12,750 $12,750 $12,750 $12,750 $12,750 $12,750 $12,750 $12,750 $12,750 $12,750 $12,750 $12,750 $12,750 $12,750 $12,750

OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK
1 ADF cash flows based Unison Base airline traffic forecast, current rate methodology, and Airport's Revised 5-Year CIP and anticipated future capital projects.
2 The 2018 beginning balance is based the Airport's ADF Account balance ending December 31, 2017
3 Assumes Airport management will continue to spend sufficient moneys from the ADF to maintain annual contribution from airline rates and charges.
4 PFC reimbursement consists of primarily $7.6 million reimbursement for Firehouse Garage addition and is scheduled to be included in PFC 18 application.
5 Assumes maximum transfer of $4 million to ADF-Depreciation, per terms of current Airline agreement, will be renegotiated in future Airline agreements.
6 ADF uses identified for various projects in the current 5-Year CIP.
7 Primarily consist of estimated Airline incentives for 2017 ($550K), 2018 ($850K), and 2019 ($380k) for landing fee and terminal incentives.



Attachment 2
Sources and Uses of PFC Funds - Base Case 1

General Mitchell International Airport
For Calendar Years 2017-2044

($ 000's)

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040 2041 2042 2043 2044 Grand Total

PFC Beginning Balance 2 $28,729 $33,634 $39,120 $24,470 $19,036 $17,530 $15,642 $12,810 $12,455 $12,325 $10,859 $11,692 $10,235 $10,057 $12,198 $14,501 $14,046 $16,613 $14,334 $17,022 $17,727 $23,973 $28,537 $36,281 $35,329 $42,179 $50,882 $59,953 $28,729

PFC Sources :
Enplaned Passengers (2) 3,440 3,558 3,643 3,688 3,753 3,823 3,897 3,956 4,010 4,067 4,124 4,189 4,251 4,312 4,373 4,436 4,498 4,561 4,625 4,687 4,751 4,817 4,883 4,951 5,019 5,087 5,157 5,226 --

Percentage Increase (Decrease) -- 3.4% 2.4% 1.2% 1.8% 1.9% 1.9% 1.5% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.6% 1.5% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.3% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.3%

Eligible Enplaned Passengers (based upon 2016) 3,138 3,245 3,322 3,364 3,423 3,487 3,554 3,608 3,657 3,709 3,761 3,820 3,877 3,932 3,988 4,045 4,102 4,160 4,218 4,274 4,333 4,393 4,453 4,515 4,577 4,640 4,703 4,766 --

PFC Collections (3) $14,120 $14,604 $14,951 $15,137 $15,403 $15,690 $15,994 $16,234 $16,457 $16,691 $16,926 $17,191 $17,448 $17,695 $17,948 $18,203 $18,458 $18,719 $18,979 $19,235 $19,498 $19,768 $20,039 $20,317 $20,596 $20,879 $21,164 $21,448 $499,793
Less : Airline Collection Fee (345) (357) (365) (370) (377) (384) (391) (397) (402) (408) (414) (420) (427) (433) (439) (445) (451) (458) (464) (470) (477) (483) (490) (497) (503) (510) (517) (524) ($12,217)

PFC Sources:
PFC Revenues 3 $12,962 $14,247 $14,585 $14,767 $15,027 $15,306 $15,603 $15,837 $16,055 $16,283 $16,513 $16,770 $17,021 $17,263 $17,509 $17,758 $18,007 $18,261 $18,515 $18,764 $19,022 $19,285 $19,550 $19,821 $20,093 $20,369 $20,646 $20,924 $486,764
Interest Income 312 364 318 218 183 166 142 126 124 116 113 110 101 111 133 143 153 155 157 174 209 263 324 358 388 465 554 639 $6,617
Total PFC Sources $13,274 $14,611 $14,903 $14,984 $15,210 $15,472 $15,745 $15,964 $16,179 $16,399 $16,625 $16,880 $17,123 $17,374 $17,642 $17,901 $18,161 $18,416 $18,672 $18,938 $19,230 $19,547 $19,874 $20,179 $20,480 $20,834 $21,201 $21,563 $493,381

PFC Uses :
Pay-As-You-Go :

Approved Projects (6) ($142) ($732) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 ($874)
PFC 16 Projects 0 0 0 0 0 $0
Proposed PFC 18 Projects 0 0 0 0 0 $0

Approved PFC Pay-As-You-Go (PAYGO) projects ($142) ($732) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 ($874)
Future PFC Projects per CIP and Future Capital List (7) 0 0 (21,062) (6,022) (4,063) (4,063) (4,000) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ($39,209)
Anticipated Future PFC Projects (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (1,100) (1,100) (4,600) (3,100) (3,600) (4,600) (3,100) (4,600) (6,100) (3,100) (9,600) (6,100) (8,350) (3,100) (5,100) (3,100) (12,100) (4,600) (3,100) (3,100) (4,600)
Equipment projects for Future PFC Applications 0 (2,776) (1,038) (983) (2,262) (3,000) (3,000) (1,049) (477) (2,524) (481) (2,000) 0 (2,856) (4,000) 0 0 0 0 0 ($26,447)

Future PFC PAYGO 4 $0 ($21,162) ($8,898) ($5,201) ($5,146) ($6,362) ($4,100) ($4,100) ($5,649) ($3,577) ($6,124) ($5,081) ($5,100) ($4,600) ($8,956) ($7,100) ($9,600) ($6,100) ($8,350) ($3,100) ($5,100) ($3,100) ($12,100) ($4,600) ($3,100) ($3,100) ($4,600) ($164,006)
GARB Debt Service Paid with PFCs : $0

Series 2009A Bond (8) (254) (255) (255) (255) (255) (255) (254) (255) (254) (255) (255) (255) (254) (254) (255) 0 0 0 0 0 0 ($3,821)
Principal (130) (135) (140) (146) (153) (159) (165) (173) (180) (190) (199) (209) (219) (230) (243) ($2,671)
Interest (124) (120) (115) (109) (103) (96) (89) (82) (74) (65) (56) (46) (35) (24) (12) ($1,150)

$0
Series 2010A Bond (8) (1,213) (1,214) (1,213) (1,213) (1,214) (1,213) (1,213) (1,211) (1,211) (1,213) (1,212) (1,213) (1,214) (1,212) (1,211) (1,213) (1,213) (1,212) 0 0 0 0 ($21,827)

Principal (538) (565) (592) (622) (654) (686) (713) (740) (769) (802) (841) (876) (913) (950) (996) (1,048) (1,100) (1,154) ($14,556)
Interest (676) (649) (621) (591) (560) (527) (500) (471) (442) (411) (371) (337) (301) (262) (215) (165) (113) (58) ($7,270)

WA153 PFC Debt Service Adjustment (No PFC issued) Adjustment 167 168 167 167 167 167 167 167 167 167 167 167 168 167 167 167 167 167 $3,012
$0

Series 2013A Bonds (8) (853) (853) (853) (853) (853) (853) (853) (854) (853) (852) (852) (853) (853) (853) (853) (852) (853) (853) (853) (853) (853) (853) ($18,764)
Principal (282) (297) (311) (326) (343) (360) (378) (398) (419) (440) (463) (488) (514) (541) (568) (597) (629) (661) (695) (732) (770) (810) ($11,022)
Interest (571) (557) (542) (526) (510) (493) (475) (455) (434) (412) (389) (365) (339) (312) (285) (255) (224) (193) (158) (121) (83) (43) ($7,743)

$0
Series 2014A Bonds (8) (2,212) (2,211) (2,212) (2,205) (2,205) (2,207) (2,209) (2,208) (2,208) (2,209) (2,209) (2,206) (2,207) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ($28,709)

Principal (1,174) (1,232) (1,295) (1,353) (1,421) (1,493) (1,571) (1,648) (1,730) (1,817) (1,909) (2,001) (2,102) ($20,747)
Interest (1,037) (979) (917) (852) (785) (714) (639) (560) (478) (391) (301) (205) (105) ($7,963)

$0
Series 2016A Bonds (8) (4,232) (4,230) (4,229) (4,232) (4,224) (4,230) (4,229) (4,235) (4,225) (4,232) (4,230) (4,230) (4,236) (4,228) (2,191) (751) 0 0 0 0 0 0 ($62,164)
Future PFC Bonds (8) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 $0

Principal (1,968) (2,169) (2,277) (2,394) (2,506) (2,637) (2,768) (2,913) (3,048) (3,207) (3,366) (3,535) (3,717) (3,895) (2,053) (715) 0 ($43,169)
Interest (2,264) (2,060) (1,952) (1,838) (1,718) (1,593) (1,461) (1,322) (1,177) (1,024) (864) (696) (519) (333) (138) (36) 0 ($18,994)

Current Outstanding PFC Debt Service ($8,597) ($8,595) ($8,594) ($8,590) ($8,584) ($8,591) ($8,591) ($8,596) ($8,585) ($8,593) ($8,592) ($8,589) ($8,597) ($6,380) ($4,343) ($2,649) ($1,898) ($1,898) ($853) ($853) ($853) ($853) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 ($132,273)
Future PFC Bond Debt Service 5 (3,132) (3,132) (3,826) (3,826) (3,826) (3,826) (3,826) (3,826) (3,826) (3,826) (3,826) (6,428) (6,428) (6,428) (9,030) (9,030) (9,030) (9,030) (9,030) (9,030) (9,030) (9,030) (9,030) (9,030) (9,030) ($159,318)

Principal (606) (643) (681) (722) (766) (811) (860) (912) (966) (1,024) (1,086) (1,151) (1,220) (1,293) (1,371) (1,453) (1,540) (1,633) (1,731) (1,835) (1,945) (2,061) (2,185) (2,316) (2,455) ($33,268)
Interest (1,996) (1,960) (1,921) (1,880) (1,837) (1,791) (1,742) (1,691) (1,636) (1,578) (1,517) (1,451) (1,382) (1,309) (1,232) (1,149) (1,062) (970) (872) (768) (658) (541) (417) (286) (147) ($31,793)

$0
Total PFC Uses ($8,739) ($9,327) ($29,756) ($20,620) ($16,917) ($17,562) ($18,779) ($16,522) ($16,511) ($18,068) ($15,995) ($18,539) ($17,504) ($15,306) ($15,371) ($18,034) ($15,427) ($20,528) ($15,983) ($18,234) ($12,983) ($14,983) ($12,130) ($21,130) ($13,630) ($12,130) ($12,130) ($13,630) ($456,472)
PFC Ending Balance $33,634 $39,120 $24,470 $19,036 $17,530 $15,642 $12,810 $12,455 $12,325 $10,859 $11,692 $10,235 $10,057 $12,198 $14,501 $14,046 $16,613 $14,334 $17,022 $17,727 $23,973 $28,537 $36,281 $35,329 $42,179 $50,882 $59,953 $67,885 $67,885

25 percent of previous year’s balance for the PFC account 8,409             9,780             6,117             4,759             4,383             3,910             3,203             3,114             3,081             2,715             2,923             2,559             2,514             3,049             3,625             3,511             4,153             3,583             4,256             4,432             5,993             7,134             9,070             8,832             10,545           12,721           14,988           
Room Under PFC Baseline $30,712 $14,690 $12,918 $12,771 $11,259 $8,900 $9,253 $9,211 $7,778 $8,977 $7,312 $7,498 $9,684 $11,452 $10,421 $13,102 $10,181 $13,439 $13,471 $19,542 $22,544 $29,146 $26,259 $33,347 $40,338 $47,232 $52,897

OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK
1 Base Case PFC projections based on Unison airline traffic forecast, current  rate methodology, and Airport's Revised 5-Year CIP and anticipated future capital projects.
2 The 2018 beginning balance is based on the 2017 PFC ending balance from Airport's PFC Quarterly Report ending Dec. 31, 2017.
3 Total PFC Revenue collections are based on current $4.50 collection rate being maintained through forecast period. 
4 Future PAYGO based on current approved 5-Year CIP, equipment replacement schedule through 2032, and anticipated future project per MKE management through 2044.
5 Future bond debt service for estimated $36 million bonds to partially fund International Terminal Project in 2020 and various airfield projects in 2021;  and $8 million bonds to fund various airfield projects in 2022 and 2023; and $30 million bonds to partially fund Conc. C remodel in 2031; and $30 milion bonds to partially fund Conc. D Remodel in 2034.

(Note: PFC Cash Flows above do not include bond proceeds from International Terminal Project Bonds scheduled for 2019)


